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About This Game

Your goal in Woodlands is solely to survive. To survive you will need to be able to provide yourself with food, water, and
anything else you feel you need to comfortably live in the conditions you are surrounded by. Build a fire, a shelter, kill enemies

around the woods trying to kill you and collect their meat and bones, hunt animals for food. Craft new things from the items you
have scavenged and killed to Protect yourself and survive to your needs.

Just survive.

*This game is in early access. What is seen right now should not be a representation of what the final product may look like.
Purchase if you are okay with what is included in the current build and are okay with having features added continuously and if

you are interested in playing an unfinished product as it updates towards the full released product.
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I've been trying really hard to like this game from the moment that I started playing. With each passing encounter, with each
newly introduced event, with each new NPC speaking and each logic flaw in either narrative or combat; my task grew to
become harder and harder. Finally, I give up. This is the day that I'll leave an RPG unfinished.

As the curtain opens, we watch a cinematic about a legendary artifact; the Sickle of Chronos being stolen. Then, we choose
between two 12 year old siblings - one male and one female - to take as our character, and begin playing a pesteringly long,
somewhat illogical and predictable prequel story. By the end of the prequel, our "hero" is given the "choice" of becoming the
champion of one of the 9 Olympian Gods to compete in a contest. If she\/he prevails, her\/his one wish will be granted by the
gods. To accomplish this deed, our hero is sent to the Island of Machantar to the main temple of his\/her deity. After that point,
our hero will venture out on an unending journey of hack & slash to acquire that accursed sickle.

Numen: Contest of Heroes is a single player 3D RPG in a run on the mill MMO model - which is based on fetch quests or killing a
certain amount of monsters to get a certain drop - with the skill bar, mobs to kill and levels to gain. You slay monsters, gain level
and loot, travel to new areas with tougher monsters and so on and on... which would be quite alright if it wouldn't be for a couple
of downers. To begin with, the storyline is botched, with you always ending up aimlessly wandering around to try and discover
"what to do next". Quest indicators fail to present pointers or direct towards locations. Any and all areas of the game are open, so it
wouldn't differ whether you are level 20 or 80, you can always find a mob to get yourself killed by accidentally.

There is a monstrous imbalance between classes; warrior being overpowering, mage being somewhat decent and archer being
completely pointless. Skill and item usage are completely laggy; you end up pushing a hot key 2-3 times before the game decides to
cast that spell and by then - guess what? - You are usually dead. There is no actual lore to gods or no differentiating factor between
gods, so your choice of whomever you decided to follow there is somewhat irrelevant. The game fails to deliver any kind of
authentic lore: there are Greek names and figures thrown around, bravo. As if that would be enough for a setting. Aside the main
scenario - and a vague one at that - side quests are not many, and they end up popping around in completely imbalanced levels.
Dialogue is forced, unimaginative and usually contains a couple of typos anyhow. Arena battles or tournaments rely on luck and
how laggy your casting would be instead of actual skill and reflexes. Oh, and as far as atmosphere goes: graphics and textures are
okay - with no facial or physical customization option for your character, and the soundtrack decides to take long pauses of silence
as you play for no apparent reason.

Phew, sorry. I hate being thoroughly this negative, but Numen: Contest of Heroes would be a somewhat acceptable MMORPG. As a
single player RPG, it fails to deliver either interest in story, any character or scenario involvement, decent game or combat
mechanics or basically any good time. I remember having better time with Metin 2. That was multiplayer at least. When I bought
this game, it was on sale for 99 cents so it's not a big loss, but if you are interested in an Action RPG in a Greek Setting, Titan Quest
is most definitely a better choice. Good day.

Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. I fortunetly
got to play this game when it first came out on my xbox and it was amazing. The campaign is awesome (for the most part) and I
love the guns in this one, they aren't crazy futuristic guns like in every other COD but they are real cool old guns. The
multiplayer is fantastic in its customization and maps as well as the zombies mode which is legendary. With all of this said, I still
cannot reccomend this game to anyone. Unless you just want to play multiplayer, then DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. The
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campaign is so glitchy and most times if you die even once the game freezes and you have to force quit and restart from the
beggining, it is so ♥♥♥♥ing annoying. The servers for zombie mode are ♥♥♥♥ing dead as♥♥♥♥♥♥so you really can only
play solo because there still is no private lobbies (WTF?!?). Even the multiplayer servers are pretty much dead with there only
being like 2 or 3 servers active and the hosts are constantly changing the rules for playing getting you kicked out for no
♥♥♥♥ing reason. It is so sad to see such an amazing game go down the ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ like this just because the devs have
turned a blind eye on it. So as a quick recap, DO NOT BUY THIS GAME unless you ONLY want to play solo zombies or on a
(yes I mean "a" because good luck finding another lobby to play in) faccist ruled server for multiplayer.. kills my time, I really
liked this game. Very similar to the newer Jagged Alliance games like JA: Back in Action and JA: Crossfire, in that it is a real-
time with pause tactical action game. As other reviews mention, the tutorial is not particularly helpful beyond teaching you the
most very basics of the controls, but I think most of the issues come from a bad localization, aside from a few irritating bugs.
Quite difficult to get a hang of, but rewarding to master, and in my opinion deeper than aforementioned Jagged Alliance titles.
As a bonus it runs great on newer machines and resolutions, even laptops.. I like chickens. Pretty damn good, enjoying it so far..
ITS SO DUMB STEAM SHOULD SAY TO ME THAT I NEED THE DX11 FEATURE LEVEL 10.0 NOW I WASTED
$7.00 OR MORE ON THIS GAME NOW WHAT AM I SUPPOSE TO DO MY PARENTS DONT KNOW HOW TO DO IT
MAKE SURE TO FIX THIS OR GIVE ME A REFUND OR IM GOING TO REPORT THIS FIX IT NOWWWWWW
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Great game! Love it so far, does take a while to get going but its worth the wait.. Developers done a runner

GG Still dead. I have no idea what that other review is about running out of steam, I have had no issues with it. The S-2
Berkshire is a big ole girl and is a little touchy when it comes to steam control but after just one practice run I had her all sorted
out and running smoothly through the Canadian mounains down to the Miami coastline.

This steam locomotive is a classic MUST HAVE engine for any American rail fans. Once you get used to the steam control its
easy to remember and drive. Shes mighty tall and handsome and known quite well by all, pulling the combination all across the
states! I have to say that I love this engine and would highly recomend it to anyone who is even considering it. Worth the $20
purchase price.. cool indie game. Not scary at all
*They said*. Excellent 2d side scroller puzzle game, highly suggest!. very nice game ,but i like multiplayer mode coop 2vs2 etc
,clan/clanwar .online multiplay games have fulture. why im stilll living and playing this game?

KILL ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Good story :)

no gameplay:(

but i like it :D. it's like smash bros but without anything that makes smash bros good

Woodlands!:
Woodlands is now available on Steam!

Please note:
• An update will be made later today with a larger updated map and less materials started off with. The first hours are just for
you to test the current features in game.
• Woodlands is planned to change dramatically with your suggestions and new models by the time we move out of Early
Access.. Woodlands UPDATE 0.2!:
Hey survivors! Today we have taken a small step into the progression of Woodlands. We know an update has been long awaited,
but today is the day!

PATCH NOTES:. Steam key requests:
Since the release of Woodlands, many people - including press, YouTubers, etc - have been sending us emails regarding keys,
requesting for Steam keys in return for promoting.

Our response: The best way to go about retreiving a copy of Woodlands is to purchase it on the Steam store page. Some
exceptions will be made to youtubers, streamers, etc.. this will depend on how big of a following you have.

If you wish to buy a bulk/ bundle of keys for the game, you can send us an email and we can (depending on how many) perhaps
give a discounted price on the keys.

Hopefully people will understand that keys will not just be given out. We only feel the need to create this announcement as so
many people request keys daily.

On a side note, an update will be coming soon, finally including a save/ load system!

Thanks,
~ Acuze Team
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